This paper describes a fast algorithmic approach to combine so ytm ossigo M n G-aea u high resolution RGB images with low resolution PMD distance approach improves the capabilities of downstream processing data, acquired using a binocular camera setup. The pletely runs on commodity Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), The resulting combined RGBZ-data not only enhances the thus relieving the CPU from these basic pre-processing steps.
visual result, but also represents a basis for advanced data A short overview of the PMD's functionality and known processing in e. g. object recognition.
related work is given in Sec. II [7] . Here, the image of the RGB 160x 120 px at 20 Hz. A common modulation frequency is camera is assumed to be projected onto the geometry provided 20 into two seperate parts, the optical power is slightly affected, each caerhave tonbe dtr n forev fae, the camera whichĩnlene th uneligmauigpoeso 'h setup used for data fusion has been fixed (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, dhistainfluncesd the underlying measuring process of the in order to express the RGB camera position and orientation in the PMD camera coordinate system, the rotation and Another approach using the combination of a 2D-and a translation parameters of each camera has to be determined 3D camera has been presented by Reulke [5] . Unlike the only once during an initial registration step. hardware-based realization, a binocular camera setup is used, as in our case. The software-based data processing consists of a radial undistortion and viewing transformations. The final data fusion is done by an algorithm called orthophoto Having the acquired 2D image together with the object generaztion [6] . HIere, the 2D image is distorted in order geometry giveln from the PMD sensor, the correct RGB image to eliminate the perspectivity of the image by taking the coordinate SRtGB, i. e. texture coordinazte, for a point on the 3D ilnformLationr ilnto accounrt. The resulLt is an orthographic geomnetry canr be determnined by projecting the according poinrt imnage, where the optical rays are parallLelL. After the image onlto the imnage plLane of the RGB camnera (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. 4 (top)). Therefore, the high resolution RGB information has to be interpolated properly for each PMD sub-pixel.
Due to the perspective projections involved in the data acquisition process, direct use of the linear interpolation of PMD Sensor the rasterization pipeline leads to distorted color mappings. Applying projective texture mapping (see [7] ), the distortion RGB Sensor of the RGB image on the PMD geometry can be avoided. Fig. 3 ). These artifacts are caused by occlusion, e.g. in requires the proper computation of the associate location SRGB concave object regions or regions with large distance gradients in the RGB image plane. According to Segal [7] , SRGB is the like object contours. For these surface regions, the RGB (1
In order to prevent a mismapping, we adopt a render
Since the rasterization stage performs linear interpolation approach comparable to shadow maps [10] , [11] . The main only, (5) needs to be rearranged. This is achieved by linearly idea is to store the closest geometry portion w.r.t. the RGB interpolating (x, y)RGB/WPMD and wRGB/WPMD. Finally the sensor in a depth-buffer (z-buffer). Therfore, each geometry RGB image coordinate SRGB is calculated in the fragment vertex is transformed into the RGB camera coordinate sysprogram by simple normalization with wPMD. tem using the transformation matrix TPMD,RGB determined
As the described process highly depends on the correct in the registration step. The distance to the RGB camera's reconstruction geometrie and therefore on propper distance origin is automatically interpolated for every fragment and information, the PMD has been calibrated first using the writteln inr anr off-screenr renrder target (a so-called FrameBuffer calibratioln model described in [9] . This reduced systematic Object (FRO)), which stores the minlimal per-pixel z-distanlce distance errors due to the discrepance between the theoretically zBufferRGn (x y). Additionally, we presented an efficient way to false mappings mapping due to hidden surfaces problems.
